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detail.
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1.1 Description of the problem
Problem - Decentralized control with communication between controllers Con-
sider a control system with inputs from r dierent controllers. Each controller has partial
observations of the system and the partial observations of each pair of controllers is dierent.
The controllers are allowed to exchange on-line information on their partial observations,
state estimates, or input values but there are constraints on the communication channels
between each tuple of controllers. In addition, there is specied a control objective.
The problem is to synthesize r controllers and a communication protocol for each directed
tuple of controllers, such that when the controllers all use their received communications
the control objective is met as well as possible.
The problem can be considered for a discrete-event system in the form of a generator, for
a timed discrete-event system, for a hybrid system, for a nite-dimensional linear system,
for a nite-dimensional Gaussian system, etc. In each case the communication constraint
has to be chosen and a formulation has to be proposed on how to integrate the received
communications into the controller.
Remarks on problem (1) The constraints on the communication channels between con-
trollers are essential to the problem. Without it, every controller communicates all his/her
partial observations to all other controllers and one obtains a control problem with a central-
ized controller, albeit one where each controller carries out the same control computations.
(2) The complexity of the problem is large, for control of discrete-event systems it is likely
to be undecidable. Therefore the problem formulation has to be restricted. Note that the
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problem is analogous to human communication in groups, rms, and organizations and that
the communication problems in such organizations are eectively solved on a daily basis.
Yet, there is scope for a fundamental study of this problem also for engineering control
systems. The approach to the problem is best focused on the formulation and analysis of
simple control laws and on the formulation of necessary conditions.
(3) The basic underlying problem seems to be: What information of a controller is
so essential in regard to the control purpose that it has to be communicated to other
controllers? A system theoretic approach is suitable for this.
(4) The problem will also be useful for the development of hierarchical models. The
information to be communicated has to be dealt with at a global level, the information that
does not need to be communicated can be treated at the local level.
To assist the reader with the understanding of the problem, the special cases for discrete-
event systems and for nite-dimensional linear systems are stated below.
Problem - Decentralized control of a discrete-event system with communication
between supervisors Consider a discrete-event system in the form of a generator and
r 2 Z+ supervisors,
G = (Q;E; f; q0); Q; the state set, q0 2 Q; the initial state,
E; the event set, f : Q E ! Q; the transition function,
L(G) = fs 2 E∗jf(q0; s) is denedg;
8k 2 Zr = f1; 2; : : : ; rg; a partition, E = Ec;k [Euc;k;
Ecp;k = fEe  EjEuc;k  Eeg;
8k 2 Zr; a partition, E = Eo;k [Euo;k; pk : E∗ ! E∗o;k; 8k 2 Zr;
an event is enabled if it is enabled by all supervisors,
fvk : pk(L(G)) ! Ecp;k; 8k 2 Zrg;
the set of supervisors based on partial observations,
Lr; La  L(G); required and admissable language, respectively.
The problem, better, a variant of it, is to determine a set of subsets of the event set which
represent the events to be communicated by each supervisor to the other supervisors and
a set of supervisors,
8(i; j) 2 Zr  Zr; Eo;i;j  Eo;i; pi;j : E ! Eo;i;j ;
the set of supervisors based on partial observations and on communications,
fvk(pk(s); fpj;k(s); 8j 2 Z+nfkgg) 7! Ecp;k; 8k 2 Zrg;
is such that the closed-loop language, L(v1 ^ : : : ^ vr=G); satises,
Lr  L(v1 ^ : : : ^ vr=G)  La; and the controlled system is nonblocking.
Problem - Decentralized control of a nite-dimensional linear system with
communication between controllers Consider a nite-dimensional linear system with
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r 2 Z+ input signals and r output signals,
_x(t) = Ax(t) +
r∑
k=1
Bkuk(t); x(t0) = x0;
yj(t) = Cjx(t) +
r∑
k=1
Dj;kuk(t); 8 j 2 Zr = f1; 2; : : : ; rg;
ys;j(t) = Cj(vs;j(t))x(t);
where yj;s represents the communication signal from Controller s to Controller j, where
vs;j is the control input of Controller s for the communication to Controller j, and where
the dimensions of the state, the input signals, the output signals, and of the matrices have
been omitted. The ith controller observes output yi and provides to the system input ui.
Suppose that Controller 2 communicates some components of his observed output signal
to Controller 1. Can the system then be stabilized? How much can a quadratic cost be
lowered by doing so? The problem becomes dierent if the communications from Controller
2 to Controller 1 are not continuous but are spaced periodically in time. How should the
period be chosen for stability or for a cost minimization? The period will have to take
account of the feedback achievable time constants of the system. A further restriction on
the communication channel is to impose that messages can carry at most a nite number
of bits. Then quantization is required. For a recent work on quantization in the context of
control see [17].
1.2 Motivation
The problem is motivated by control of networks, for example, of communication networks,
of telephone networks, of trac networks, rms consisting of many divisions, etc. Control
of trac on the internet is concrete example. In such networks there are local controllers
at the nodes of the network, each having local information about the state of the network
but no global information.
Decentralized control is used because it is technologically demanding and economically
expensive to convey all observed informations to other controllers. Yet, it is often possible
to communicate information at a cost. This view point has not been considered much in
control theory. In the trade-o the economic costs of communication have to be compared
with the gains for the control objectives. This was already remarked in the context of team
theory a long time ago. But this has not been used in control theory till recently. The
current technological developments make the communication relatively cheap and therefore
the trade-o has shifted towards the use of more communication.
1.3 History of the problem
The decentralized control problem with communication between supervisors was formulated
by the author of this paper around 1995. The plan for this problem is older though, but
there are no written records. With Kai C. Wong a necesary and sucient condition was
derived, see [20], for the case of two controllers with asymmetric communication. The aspect
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of the problem that asks for the minimal information to be communicated was not solved
in that paper. Subsequent research has been carried out by many researchers in control
of discrete-event systems including George Barrett, Rene Boel, Rami Debouk, Stephane
Lafortune, Laurie Ricker, Karen Rudie, Demos Teneketzis, see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 19]. Besides the control problem, the corresponding problem for failure diagnosis
has also been analyzed, see [6, 7, 8, 9]. The problem for failure diagnosis is simpler than
that for control due to the fact that there is no relation of the diagnosing via the input to
the future observations. The problem for timed discrete-event systems has been formulated
also because in communication networks time delays due to communication need to be
taken into account.
There are relations of the problem with team theory, see [10]. There are also relations
with the asymptotic agreement problem in distributed estimation, see [18]. There are also
relations of the problem to graph models and Bayesian belief networks where computations
for large scale systems are carried out in a decentralized way.
1.4 Approach
Suggestions for the solution of the problem follow. Approaches are: (1) Exploration of
simple algorithms. (2) Development of fundamental properties of control laws.
An example of a simple algorithm is the IEEE 802.11 protocol for wireless communica-
tion. The protocol prescribes stations when they can transmit and when not. All stations
are in competition with each other for the available broadcasting time on a particular fre-
quency. The protocol does not have a theoretical analysis and was not designed via a
control synthesis procedure. Yet it is a beautiful example of a decentralized control law
with communication between supervisors. The alternating bit protocol is another example.
In a recent paper, S. Morse has analyzed another algorithm for decentralized control with
communication based on a model for a school of shes.
A more fundamental study will have to be directed at structural properties. Decentralized
control theory is based on the concept of Nash equilibrium from game theory and on
the concept of person-by-person optimality from team theory. The computation of an
equilibrium is dicult because it is the solution of a xpoint equation in function space.
However, properties of the control law may be derived from the equilibrium equation as is
routinely done for optimal control problems.
Consider then the problem for a particular controller. It regards as the combined system
the plant with the other controllers being xed. The controller then faces the problem of
designing a control law for the combined system. However, due to communication with
other supervisors, it can in addition select components of the state vector of the combined
system for its own observation process. A question is then which components to select.
This approach leads to a set of equations, which, combined with those for other controllers,
have to be solved.
Special cases of which the solution may point to generalizations are the case of two
controllers with asymmetric communication and the case of three controllers. For larger
number of controllers graph theory may be exploited but it is likely that simple algorithms
will carry the day.
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Constraints can be formulated in terms of information-like quantities as information rate,
but this seems most appropriate for decentralized control of stochastic systems. Constraints
can also be based on complexity theory as developed in computer science, where computa-
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